
 
 

Detailed, peer-reviewed articles on Nepal quake.

Interpretation of additional InSAR images.

Sharing of ongoing rupture slip modeling results using diverse data sets.

Interpretation of available observations.

Use of frst-hand reports for rapid hazard analysis.

First InSAR images showing ground displacement.

Update on earthquake sequence seismicity.
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After the 25 April 2015, M7.8 Nepal (Gorkha) earthquake, Twitter Tweets from earth
scientists included information, analysis, commentary and discussion on
earthquake parameters (location, size, mechanism, rupture extent, high-frequency
radiation, …), earthquake efects (distribution of felt shaking and damage,
triggered seismicity, landslides, …), earthquake rumors (e.g. the imminence of a
larger event) and other earthquake information and observations (aftershock
forecasts, statistics and maps, source and regional tectonics, seismograms, GPS,
InSAR, photos/videos, …).  The timeline (right) shows a very limited selection of
such Tweets.

Automated earthquake detection and analysis systems using seismometer networks,
such as at the USGS, GFZ, and INGV (Early-est, right), can post messages within
seconds to minutes of an earthquake occurring. Citizens help seismologists with
postings of frst hand experiences, but also when using social media and creating
heavy trafc at earthquake websites, which seismologists monitor to produce rapid
earthquake detections and for gathering early reports of damage and impact.  A prime
example of this is the EMSC @LastQuake Twitter feed (right), an automated “bot”
combined with manual commentary, which often posts earthquake detections before
those based on seismometer networks.

These posts are followed by input from scientists, which deepens and broadens as
more information and analysis results become available.  This process can help to
rapidly identify areas of likely strong shaking and damage, aftershocks, §landslides,
and other efects, and is particularly important for disaster response in areas of poor or
lost communications.

In the future (while taking into account security, false or erroneous information
and identity verifcation), collaborative, real-time science on social media after a
disaster will give earlier and better scientifc understanding and dissemination of
public information, and enable improved emergency response and disaster
management.

Timeline                     Tweets                                 Information content                               

Scientifc information on disasters such as earthquakes typically comes frstly from
ofcial organizations, news reports and interviews with experts, and later from scientifc
presentations and peer-reviewed articles. With the advent of the Internet and social
media, this information is available in real-time from automated systems and within a
dynamic, collaborative interaction between scientifc experts, responders and the public.
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Automatic location 8min after origin indicates large magnitude of earthquake. 

Automatic detection 8min after origin based on visits to EMSC web site. 

Expert opinion on shaking impact given shallow source depth. 

Intensity map based on online questionnaire (fnal map shown at upper left).

Faulting mechanism available, interpretation of faulting type. 

Note on expected, important efects of earthquake shaking.

Discussion, interpretation of conficting mechanism, faulting type.

Updated, Mww 7.9 magnitude and thrust mechanism from USGS.

Continuing automatic detection and felt reports from aftershocks. 

Notifcations of videos, frst-hand reports – highly valuable for assessing event. 

Observation based, semi-automatic earthquake impact assessment available.

Assessment and mapping of landslide hazard due to earthquake shaking.

Interpretation of rupture zone, directivity
and possible areas of high shaking intensity.

Background geology and tectonics.

Relationship to previous major events.

Respond to fear of more large events, emphasize non-predictability of quakes.

Interpretation and implications of results.

Increasing evidence of strong shaking, devastation to NE of Kathmandu.

Automated detection of M7.3 aftershock.
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